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SUMMARY

PATENTS, ANTIBIOTICS, AND AUTARKY IN SPAIN

Patents on antibiotics were introduced in Spain in 1949. Preliminary research reveals diversification in the types of antibiotics: patents relating to penicillin were followed by those relating to streptomycin, erythromycin and tetracycline. There was also diversification in the firms that applied for patents: while Merck & Co. Incorporated and Schenley Industries Inc. were the main partners with Spanish antibiotics manufacturers in the late 1940s, this industrial space also included many others, such as Eli Lilly & Company, Abbott Laboratories, Chas. Pfizer & Co. Incorporated, and American Cyanamid Company in the mid-1970s. The introduction of these drugs in Spain adds new elements to a re-evaluation of the autarkic politics of the early years of the Franco dictatorship.

Introduction

The first part of this work centres on identifying the first antibiotic patents introduced to Spain between 1948 and 1965. To do this, 110 antibiotic patent applications registered during this period at the Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas (OEPM, the Spanish Patent and Brand Office) have been analysed. Patents construct both chronologies and biographies: the procedures contained in patents evoke a living history; antibiotics undergoing permanent change. The sec-
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ond part of this work is dedicated to looking at new scientific, indus- 
trial and also political practices that occurred in Spain during the 
1950s and 1960s, and the introduction of these patents, specifically 
those related to streptomycin.

Speaking about patents puts us squarely in the sphere of the protec-
tion, normalisation and standardisation of knowledge. The principal 
objective of patents is to encourage innovation by temporarily pro-
tecting the innovator (for twenty years according to Spanish legisla-
tion), by preventing others from exploiting the innovation without 
the express permission of the patent’s owner. The patent limits use of 
the knowledge exclusively to the proprietor, and only this person can 
cede or authorise its exploitation through the concession of licenses. 

Thus, the patent becomes one of the principal forms of technological 
appropriation and, as such, is a useful source for studying the circu-
lation of techniques, processes and machines.

Therefore, delving deeply into the content of these documents ena-
bles us to gain a better understanding of how antibiotic production 
practices were introduced into autarkic Spain, how the appropriation 
of technologies occurred, who participated in this and what the po-

tical and economic consequences were1.

In spite of the abundant historiography that exists on the history of 
antibiotics, we lack a chronology: of their identification and isola-
tion, their production, and their clinical use. The history of penicil-
lin, its successes and failures and the public expectations it gener-
ated, is the most well-known2.

At the end of the Second World War, the expansion of penicillin 
benefited from policies of international co-operation in the 
post-war framework organised by the United Nations Relief and 
Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA) and later by the World Health 
Organization (WHO), which established manufacturing plants from 
Czechoslovakia to India and Italy3. The story of the successes and 
failures of penicillin has overshadowed other antibiotics, which
played a part in scientific, medical and industrial history in the second half of the twentieth century. As a consequence of General Franco’s dictatorship, Spain remained outside these policies of international co-operation. This could be one of the reasons why penicillin patents, when they arrived in Spain, came accompanied by patents for other antibiotics, the therapeutic activities of which had been proven and industrial production was in the developmental phase at least. The documentation consulted on patents portrays a scenario where penicillin occupies a space shared with other antibiotics: streptomycin, erythromycin and tetracycline. The first patent applications for penicillin date to 1948; by 1949, applications related to streptomycin and erythromycin were already appearing.

The information shows an ongoing presence of patents for these antibiotics in Spain during the period studied. Along with a desire to protect antibiotic manufacturing processes, these documents suggest key points for understanding the strategies of applicant companies, most of which were foreign.

The patent regulations for the period studied is that contained in the Estatuto de Propiedad Industrial (Statute of Industrial Property) of 1929. In this Statute, a patent is defined as the certificate awarded by the State in which the right to exclusively employ and utilise an invention for a maximum period of twenty years is recognised. The inventions must be original and have the potential for industrial results or products, that is, they must have a practical application. A matter that is clearly expressed in the Statute, and which is relevant in the case of antibiotics, is the prohibition on patenting products; it is only possible to protect procedures.

In 1948, Franco’s government declared the manufacture of penicillin of ‘national interest’ and the process for its production in Spain began. In June 1949, the government decided to permit production, under the strict control of the state, by two companies: CEPA (the
Compañía Española de Penicilinas y Antibióticos) and Antibióticos S.A. Thus a new industrial and clinical space for penicillin was opened in a country the government of which had authorised the construction of a market to license patents.

Involved in the creation of this duopoly and the consequent arrival of, first, the patents and later, the contracts for the transfer of technology, was the existence of trained and informed doctors who argued for clinical necessities that up until then had been resolved through the black market, and the presence of some chemical and pharmaceutical laboratories associated with the Spanish industrial bank, Banco Urquijo, which had benefited from the dismantling of German industry as a result of the Bretton Woods agreements of 1944: Productos Químicos S. A., registered in Madrid and property of Schering, was acquired by the Consorcio Químico Español; and Química Comercial y Farmacéutica S. A., property of Bayer and registered in Barcelona, was awarded to Productos Químicos Sintéticos.

In this sense, the Instituto de Farmacología Española (IFE, Spanish Pharmacology Institute) is of particular interest. Created in 1950 by Banco Urquijo, it was a research centre directly promoted by CEPA. They shared space and personnel as well as research interests. These common interests can clearly be seen in the patents applied for by the Instituto de Farmacología Española, S. L. (Fundación Marqués de Urquijo) at the Spanish patents office between 1953 and 1964 regarding procedures to obtain derivatives of penicillin and tetracycline. This institute served CEPA well, with many of the products that were the subjects of patents later being commercialised by the company.

**Chronologies**

The chronology put together from the patent applications kept in the OEP archive show the bureaucratic-political entry of these drugs (Chart 1). Antibiotic production was one of the sectors the State gam-
bled on. As such, this chronology not only shows a willingness to protect certain procedures and methods of production as intellectual and industrial property, but also suggests some practices that contradict the autarkic discourse that monopolised this era. The arrival of antibiotic patents demonstrates the need that existed for contact with the outside world, stimulated in large part by the lack of technical, economic and industrial capabilities in Spain. Compared to the other years studied, a striking number of applications were made in 1949. Patents were requested to protect procedures related to penicillin, streptomycin and erythromycin. This information should be interpreted in relation to the history of Spain itself, it being the year the State formally created the political space for the production of penicillin. Thus it makes sense that, between 1948 and 1965, seventy per cent of applications correspond to patents relating to penicillin: manufacturing processes, different types
of presentation, salts, ointments, injections. In the same time period, applications associated with streptomycin represent twenty per cent of the total, with erythromycin ten per cent, and with tetracycline, barely one per cent.

Penicillin occupied a large space, but it was not alone (Charts 2 and 4.1); it rapidly had to share the stage with, above all, streptomycin, starting in 1949, and later erythromycin (starting principally from 1954, although in 1949 there were already patent applications to protect its methods of production). The fact that penicillin shared this space with other antibiotics suggests, above all, the limitations of penicillin itself and its inability to cure all infections. The resistance of some micro-organisms to penicillin encouraged the search for, and development of, new antibiotics: firstly streptomycin, which turned out to be effective against tuberculosis, among other infections, and later, other antibiotics.

Source: Adapted from data at the OEPM Archive
So, it could be argued that, from at least 1948, Spain participated in the expectations engendered by penicillin. Principally foreign companies, although also some Spanish ones, were motivated to take the precaution of protecting their methods of production, given the therapeutic triumphs of this new drug, which quickly had an impact on the lowering of infant mortality and the rise in life expectancy (Table 1)\textsuperscript{14}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PENICILLIN</th>
<th>STREPTOMYCIN</th>
<th>ERYTHROMYCIN</th>
<th>TETRACYCLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/S. APOTHEKERNES LABORATORIUM FOR SPECIALPRAEPARATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT LABORATORIES</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABILGAARD-ELLING, KNUD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALONSO SAMANIEGO, MIGUEL ANGEL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORPORATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTIBIÓTICOS, S.A.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSAS GRAU, ENRIQUE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEECHAM GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISTOL LABORATORIES INCORPORATED</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARL REITER, RUDOLF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAS PFIZER &amp; COMPANY, INCORPORATED</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMIE GRÜNENTHAL, G.M.B.H.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS CORPORATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTOR ANDREU, S. A.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURÁN MARTÍ, JUAN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.F.E.Y.N.S.A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELI LILLY AND COMPANY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARBNFABRIKEN BAYER, A.G.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMACEUTICI ITALIA, S.A.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOLCH VIDAL, CONRADO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEWERKSHAFT - RHEINPREUSSEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLAXO LABORATORIES, LIMITED</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LIMITED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biographies

The procedures contained in the patents evoke a living history of antibiotics. Although on occasion a few changes and modifications make a patent obsolete and necessitate the writing of a new one, patents also construct biographies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>1948</th>
<th>1949</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSTITUTO DE BIOLOGÍA Y SUE-RTERAPIA, S.A.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTITUTO DE FARMACOLOGÍA ESPAÑOLA, SOCIEDAD LIMITADA (FUNDACIÓN MARQUÉS DE URQUIJO)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KABI, AKTIEBOLAGET</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABORATORIOS VIGONCAL, S.A.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO-INDUSRIE CHIMICHE FARMACEUTICHE, SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEPETIT, S. P.A.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LES LABORATOIRES FRANÇAIS DE CHIMIOHERAPIE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVENS KEMISKE FABRIK VED A. KONGSTED</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCK &amp; CO., INCORPORATED</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVO TERAPUTISK LABORATORIUM, A.S.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIERREL, S.P.A.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT MESTRE, JOSÉ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUSSEL-UCLAF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES, INC.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES, INC.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIÉTÉ DES USINES CHIMIQUES RHÔNE-POULENC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MARCELLE FLEISCHANN FOUNDATION INCORPORATED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MARCELLE FLEISCHMANN FOUNDATION INCORPORATED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIÓN QUÍMICA DEL NORTE DE ESPAÑA, S.A.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYETH INCORPORATED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Companies Applying for Patents by Antibiotic, 1948–1965
Source: OEPM Archive

Ana Romero de Pablos
The procedures registered in Spain relating to the production of streptomycin are a good example. They illustrate processes where practices and techniques circulated from certain spaces, and disciplines, to others. In the history of streptomycin, the work space of Selman A. Waksman and changes in the field of soil microbiology, as well as the intersecting interests of the industry that supported and financed the investigation – Merck – and the clinical trials developed at the Mayo Clinic were of major importance. The work done in each of these places, as well as the interaction and circulation of knowledge that was produced between them, was highly significant.

The Agricultural Experiment Station in New Jersey was where Waksman spent a large part of his life studying fungi, actinomycetes and other soil micro-organisms. It was here that he analysed a considerable variety of soils and organic materials, and made cultures to see what inhibited the growth of colonies of pathogenic germs. Firstly, he demonstrated the activity of streptomycin in the laboratory. From test tubes he moved on to *in vivo* studies with chicken and mouse embryos. This change of scale brought about new challenges: technical problems with the cultures had to be resolved and it was necessary to find adequate means to produce enough quantities of purified antibiotic.

In 1944, Selman Waksman, Albert Shatz and Elizabeth Bugie published an article in which they included a table of the concentrations of streptomycin necessary to stop the growth of different organisms, among them the *tubercle bacillus*. In 1945, it was William H. Feldman and H. Corvin Hirshaw, at the Mayo Clinic, who proved the activity of streptomycin against tuberculosis in guinea pigs, demonstrating its therapeutic activity. By 1946, the pilot plant of Merck was providing small quantities of streptomycin to groups of doctors for clinical trials and to the Army Medical Corp. At the beginning of 1947, streptomycin was already being distributed commercially. The numerous improvements that were introduced up to the 1950s in
the large-scale production of this antibiotic led to its sale price being reduced, just as had been the case with penicillin\textsuperscript{15}. Within a decade, ten antibiotics were isolated and described at the Agricultural Experiment Station in New Jersey, three of which had clinical importance: actinomycin\textsuperscript{16}, streptomycin\textsuperscript{17} and neomycin\textsuperscript{18}. As had happened with penicillin\textsuperscript{19}, by the time the first patents to protect processes related to streptomycin were solicited in Spain, books by Spanish authors that included the work of Waksman were already circulating\textsuperscript{20}. An interpretation of the procedures included in the streptomycin patents registered in Spain forms a trajectory, a life where techniques and practices from very distinct origins converged. Patents sought to improve fermentation under conditions of submerged aeration to give continuity to the fermentation process, which was very often interrupted. As such, on the one hand the *actinomyces griseus* were strengthened with ultraviolet radiation and, on the other, the components and culturing conditions were constantly altered. The use of the electronic microscope allowed the substance responsible for cellular destruction and, as such, responsible also for the interruption in the fermentation process, to be seen. This instrument helped to isolate the resistant strains of *actinomyces* with which to cultivate immune strains capable of producing streptomycin. While the introduction of improvements in fermentation procedures was added to this first group of patents, there was a second group that explored new methods that increased production\textsuperscript{21}. Nevertheless, the rapid growth of the organisms did not produce a comparable increase in antibacterial activity. It was this situation that led Waksman and Schatz to request a patent that distinguished between the ‘activity factor’ and the ‘growth factor’ in the preparation process of streptomycin\textsuperscript{22}. Effectiveness was the priority, as growth was not useful unless accompanied by activity. As such, the need to secure mutant strains that were resistant, strong and efficient, organised and favoured the development of the research.
This journey, expressed here in an apparently simple and linear form, was not simple at all. The different patent applications and their content, the specific object of protection, evoke failures more than successes. Dissatisfaction with the results obtained was what energised research and drove the registering of new patents.

The resistance of some micro-organisms to attack by the antibiotics available aroused, on one side, concerns – social resistance – but over time, this strengthened the development of new antibiotics and improvements in the manufacturing methods of penicillin. It is this context of concern and uncertainty, of good intentions and the need for improvement, which explains the sustainability of requests associated with penicillin and the other antibiotics during the time studied.  

These factors, activity and growth, were the same factors used in placing these antibiotics on the market. Once the therapeutic
strength of the drug was resolved, first in the laboratory and later in clinical practice, the next issue to be considered was how to improve techniques to make it strong and resistant in the market. To the factors of activity and growth were added others: production yield and costs.

**Markets**

In this sense, the patent applied for by Merck at the OEPM on 2 March 1949 and granted 23 May the same year, ‘Un procedimiento de recuperación de estreptomicina de soluciones de la misma’ (A procedure to recover streptomycin from solutions of streptomycin), is doubly interesting. In the first place, the patent was solicited to
protect a procedure that had been perfected to recover streptomycin, which could provide not only extra economic profitability but also greater efficiency. Additionally, this is the patent listed in the agreement that Merck and CEPA signed in 1951, enabling the Spanish firm to manufacture streptomycin in Spain\textsuperscript{25}.

At the time this patent was written, streptomycin was already being industrially produced. The patents applied for by Merck (in February to April of 1949 alone, this company applied for the protection of ten different procedures) and by Schenley give an idea of the research interests and various developments they were carrying out related to this antibiotic\textsuperscript{26}.

The specific invention this patent offered was a new, perfected procedure to recover streptomycin from cultures using ion-exchange resins, which absorbed the antibiotic where it had been produced in the cultures due to the propagation of the micro-organism \textit{streptomyces griseus}. Until then, activated charcoal, an expensive non-reusable material with low, slow absorption capacity, had been used to recover streptomycin. These disadvantages multiplied when working with relatively large quantities. Resins, in addition to being reusable, enabled the recovery of streptomycin to be carried out at least fifteen times faster than activated charcoal; also, the streptomycin obtained in this manner was fairly pure and did not need intermediate purification to crystallise.

The efficiency of these processes also had a clear effect on the costs of the installations and even their physical aspect, and as such on production costs as well. The introduction of this innovation to the process and the subsequent improvement in production times allowed the use of lower-capacity equipment, as the recovery operation was much faster and less costly.

Activity and growth factors, the profitability of the processes, and production and output costs were of concern to the laboratories attempting to make their products competitive in the market, but there
were also worries regarding the policies and strategies of the companies and governments. Spain was a market with business possibilities. The experience of Merck and the agreement signed with CEPA to set up a penicillin production plant in Aranjuez demonstrate this: results gathered in reports were higher than estimated. This, along with the constant patent applications requested to protect processes related to the production of streptomycin, give the impression the American company had a clear interest in being in the Spanish market (Chart 4.2; Table 1). Preserved documentation on the contacts between CEPA and Merck suggest the supposed obstacles to entry by foreign companies, resulting from Spain’s autarkic policies, were not so significant. The people in charge of the Spanish company were the ones who had to work hard to obtain information from Merck for the production of streptomycin in Spain. Merck was interested in producing streptomycin in Spain, just as it had penicillin, but not at any price. In a document attached to a copy of the contract signed with Merck sent to the General Director of the Ministry of Industry in 1951, Antonio Robert, Executive Director of CEPA, said expressly: ‘the Compañía Española de la Penicilina y Antibióticos S.A. has secured, after many months of negotiations, the willingness of Merck & Co. to collaborate in the manufacturing of streptomycin and dihydrosstreptomycin in Spain.

It is interesting that it was Antonio Robert who contradicted, in practice, the autarkic discourse. An industrial engineer, he was the General Director of Industry from 1945 to 1947 and one of the main defenders of autarkic politics. In his book, Un problema nacional: la industrialización necesaria (A National Problem. The Necessary Industrialisation), he said that industrialisation, essential for development, could only be achieved by the substitution of large-scale importation, the protection of national production and the co-ordination of economic policy by a central institution. However, it appears the
actual situation in Spain convinced him otherwise and, some years later, in *Perspectivas de la Economía española* (*Perspectives on the Spanish Economy*), he lamented the loss of time and effort that resulted from trying to invent, with fewer resources, that which others had already developed\(^3\).

The contract that CEPA signed with Merck had two parts. In the first, the American pharmaceutical committed to sending the documentation necessary to present the Ministry of Industry with a complete project for the factory – investments to be made, machinery it was necessary to import, estimated price of the product; and the second part centred on the contract for technical collaboration. Merck did not want to divulge secrets for the manufacturing of penicillin until receiving a clear commitment from the government and knowledge of what responsibilities Spain would take on. This coincides with the idea that often – and contrary to what had been established by

---

**Chart 5.** Patent Applications by Company and Type of Antibiotic, 1948–1965  
Source: Adapted from data at the OEPM Archive
law – the content of patents was not always enough to reproduce the actual processes\textsuperscript{31}. To set up the factory and for it to function properly later on, it was necessary for technicians from CEPA to travel to the Merck installations. One of these trips was made in June 1964 by José María Rubio, head of the production department. He visited the antibiotic factories that Merck had in Stonewall (Virginia) and Cherokee (Pennsylvania), and according to Rubio in an interview published in \textit{Noticias} – a monthly publication of the Company – the main objective of the trip was to ‘discuss with the bosses and technicians various matters about the manufacturing of streptomycin and penicillin...useful for our factory in Aranjuez’\textsuperscript{32}.

Returning to the content, the contract made good business sense for Merck. The contract to produce streptomycin involved expanding the Aranjuez factory, doubling the production of penicillin – demand was outstripping supply – and having a reserve capacity for fermentation equal to six million doses of penicillin\textsuperscript{33}. The Merck experts estimated a minimum streptomycin production of three million one-gram doses per year, which meant – and this is one of the key points in the text that Robert sent to the Ministry of Industry – a saving for the Spanish State of around one million dollars in imports and, thus, in currency. In exchange, Merck committed to supplying CEPA with the initial subcultures and nutrients to produce streptomycin, to provide a description of production processes, to indicate the necessary materials, technicians and equipment, and to allow CEPA technicians to attend their factories. What this meant for the Spanish company in economic terms was five payments of $50,000 to the American company for information on constructing the installation and implementing the process, plus seven per cent of the streptomycin sold during a period of fifteen years.

Also important was the possibility of patentable innovations and licenses that might arise during these fifteen years as a result of the new contractual relationship and, above all, from the new installa-
ation. Both companies agreed to mutually offer each other licenses, which were non-exclusive and exempt from rights, to use and manufacture streptomycin in their respective plants, as well as to sell it. The inauguration in Aranjuez in September 1954 of the CEPA installations to produce streptomycin was recorded in the press and in NO-DO (the Spanish Cinematic Newsreel Service) as a major national event. Taking the statements made ten years later by José María Rubio, the differences between these installations and the American ones came down to size, in line with the market that each had to service, and to Spain’s lesser experience. Standing out among the achievements reached in Aranjuez in these years, however, was the ‘production of certain antibiotics at competitive costs, improvement in all areas of production, and better working conditions for the producers’.

We have seen how patent applications construct chronologies and biographic narrations, and also suggest business strategies that contribute new elements to a re-evaluation of autarkic politics in the early years of the Franco government. Authorisation from the State to set up installations to produce penicillin and streptomycin encouraged a rise in applications, on the part of foreign companies, for patents in Spain that protected processes related to antibiotics (Table 1). For example, in 1949 OEPM registered applications relating to erythromycin, an antibiotic that was not produced industrially until after 1952. Eli Lilly & Company, the firm responsible for isolating it, was the owner of these patents and, as such, was protecting its future (Chart 4.3). In addition to these strategies to protect the future, information from patent applications suggests a sharing of the market, at least the Spanish market, by the industries that produced antibiotics. Chart 5 depicts the companies and the antibiotics each hoped to patent: it suggests that Merck and Lovens were concentrating on penicillin and aiming for a higher share of the market, at least in Spain;
meanwhile, Eli Lilly introduced erythromycin, and Schenley and Merck tried to protect streptomycin; as has already been noted, these were the companies that had the license for Spanish production of penicillin and they were attempting to use the same strategy with streptomycin.

Conclusions
Along with the role patents play in the standardisation, normalisation and control of knowledge, in this work I have presented them as determining agents in the circulation of antibiotic practices and also in political, economic and industrial practices.

The chronology of the procedures contained in the patents evokes a living history, that is, antibiotics in permanent change. Patent applications to protect procedures relating to the production of penicillin, streptomycin and erythromycin were made at the end of the 1940s, practically simultaneously. The largest proportion of them – seventy per cent – protected procedures relating to penicillin and its derivatives, while the remaining thirty per cent were shared between streptomycin, erythromycin and, just emerging at that time, tetracycline (Chart 2). The constant presence of applications at the Spanish patent office suggests a constant introduction of variations, although minimal, in the methods of antibiotic production. This indicates constant research and development activity both in and beyond the laboratories. Some of these documents suggest not only the testing and putting into practice of new techniques, but also the development of new political alliances and changes in economic and industrial models. The map these applications sketch out displays the clear leadership of the United States in antibiotic production during the post-war and Cold War (Chart 3).

These patents show Spain, as of 1948, not only participating in the expectations that penicillin opened up but also being aware – and the presence of other antibiotics also suggests this – of the complications
the use of penicillin was generating. The resistance of certain microorganisms to the bactericidal action of the first commercialised antibiotics was the main stimulus for the subsequent development of new antibiotics like streptomycin, effective against tuberculosis, an infection resistant to penicillin, and the later development of other antibiotics. These resistances also enriched and strengthened a market that was concerned with and engaged in – as the patents in the OEPM suggest – specifying and delimiting areas of economic and industrial power.

Antibiotic patents opened up a new industrial space in Spain, at the end of the 1940s and the 1950s, for foreign technologies, procedures and machinery. Inevitably, it was a space of learning and exchange, which clinical information demanded and the black market took care of supplying to the Spanish industry and its companies. This exchange was channelled through patents and also via the experience of collaboration and co-operation between the companies. The new processes that arrived brought with them new practices, new technologies and new forms of production. The entrance of these patents favoured the necessary technological appropriation to provide the Spanish market with frontline products, which antibiotics were, and encouraged the creation of new groups and lines of research that led to the development of new drugs such as fosfomycin. Patent applications construct chronologies and biographic narrations, and also suggest business strategies that contribute new elements to a re-evaluation of the so-called autarkic politics in the early years of the Franco government.
Ana Romero de Pablos
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